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Help Santa pick up presents on the trail! The more gifts you collect, the higher your score! You can also buy new characters and
sledge in the shop!

Merry Christmas !

 Features:

■ A very slippery slope!
■ Pretty decorations!

■ A store with no less than 15 characters and 36 sleds!
■ Infinite levels and completely random!

■ A nice ambient music!
■ Addictive gameplay!
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Ok so let s jump right in this review all i have to say is i love this game it s political setting and how much power press could
have in the wrong hands this game is mainly around it s story and doesn t really have a sandbox as of now is the gameplay
good?yes actualy very good the game has great potential with it taking place in a dictatorship wich is split between the Rebels
and the Loyalist Government.If you re like me you would just side with the loyalists in the first playthrough for me it was
opinion howver it s also simpler for new players.SO the game s "map" is set in a big city wich is separeted into three reigions of
interest.The North West,South,and East with the main diffrence being welth and what the region likes to read like per say the
righ like to read about Famous people and the low class citizens like hearing about crime.Your staff are four writers two of
them are neutral in political opinion meanwhile Phill-Loyalist and Frank-Rebel are very loyal to there side of politics and they
would refuse something wich talks in favour of the opposition like per say Frank will refuse to write loyalist propaganda
however you can force them even tough it s risky ultimetly you get around five stories and you get to change their title and
censor parts of the story in the end the game has a ending about each region and character wich melt toghther as an ending
In the end the game s certanly fun however it gets repetetive quick as one playthrough can be done in a day and in the end
i felt like it had amazing world and events so i really believe i d call this around 5/10 what it has is good but there s just not inuff
of it.I ll upvote mainly because i had alot of fun at first but like i said be careful about this one you re not relly getting your
money s worth. Quite a relaxing game, its a boatload of fun and a hull of a good time, if its on sail you cant afford knot to buy it
for a smooth sailing time. Did I mention there are boats?
Ship is what this games all a-boat.. I will persevere. Because I am neurotic. However, this game is an exercise in frustration.
Don't let the soothing music fool you. It's there in a meager attempt to prevent you from throwing things around your home after
you've managed to fall all the way back to the bottom. For the one hundred and eighty-fifth time... In the last 15 minutes... Of
your third attempt that day...

Edit: I take it back. I likely won't continue. I am really tired of doing the first few levels over and over and over and over again.
This is a master class in frustration as well as wasted time and effort.. In this HOG u will be playing to save Laura's husband
Tim from the evil Sandman. The big difference in this game is that it does have HOG portions while the first one did not have
any. Thankfully they added a HOG in this game since I love the HOG portions of the game a lot.

The characters in this game are nice, the VA was nice, bg are very nice. and music I believe was all the same from the first
game.

As said in the beginning this game does have HOG which is a huge plus. I also enjoyed playing this HOG. I'll admit I like the
first one better than the second one. Also the story on the main and bonus chapter ends abruptly which is such a shame. Yup the
main story ends and continues in the bonus story. I really wish the story was longer because as I'm writing this I don't think there
is a third Evil Sandman game. I hope a third Evil Sandman game comes out.
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All in all u will enjoy this HOG maybe not as much as the first one. The first is my favorite then the second one is my favorite..
The game is a lot of fun. Graphicly it is nice and holds a lot of potentional. I feel maybe 6 months down the road the game will
be well worth it. Right now the game is very bare but it is also very new. give this game sometime and it will be a big hit.. Meh,
not a fan. Gamepad support feels kinda wonky. I can see the appeal of a classic game but just not my cup of tea!. It is just a
quality monopoly game.
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Runs like crap on my windows 8 laptop, i have had no chance to test it on my desktop

- But because i can't launch it i can't really give it a high rating...

2/10. THe music is ok, the concept is garbage. The art is good, and eventhough this isn't a horror game, somehow Seb would be
terrified.. I wasn't sure what to expect really with this one. I think going into it with that mind set helped me enjoy it a bit more.
The game is sort of a physics puzzler in SPACE. Taking advantage of orbital mechanics and the so - called solar flairs as well as
your thrusters to move thru and complete the levels. I had some fun with it, you may to. If the price is right and you like these
sort of games than give it a go.. Great art game for VR, awesome to see a familiar brand of paint in the game being used too!.
Theres an NPC that mentions Tetsuo the iron man. Absolutely based.. Really cool set of vids. I hope they do more for other
players. I believe in supporting projects like this. While not perfect, there's a lot of potential here, and I certainly hope the
developers will continue to add more to the product.

It's important to read the manual on for this one. Some of the controls aren't as intuitive as they could be (likely given that the
program has also been ported to Android and iOS), so be sure to take a few minutes to look at all the different controls to figure
out how things work. Some items are placed or moved by holding the mouse button down for a few seconds, which isn't obvious
right away.

The manual also mentioned that a Chromecast might be needed to send your images to another screen. I have been informed by
the developers that this isn't factual for the PC version (and I hope they make that clear in an update to the manual). To anyone
who may have read my original review, sorry, if I mislead you.

If you think this is something that will improve your game, give it a shot. As I said before, it's not perfect, but it does some
things really well, and if those are the things that you need, that's all that matters.. Played and beat this game when I had it on my
Mac and found the added levels were a bit disappointing. Other then that, the game is very challenging and fun at the same time.
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